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Abstract

The scope of this chapter is to investigate the critical factors for the success of stock brokerage processes via the Web, using financial portals on the Brazilian Internet, from the perspective of the investor. The framework of the online stock trading system is presented in order to compare the traditional form of stock brokerage with that made possible by the Internet and discuss some of the issues regarding intermediation and disintermediation that has occurred in the process. Conclusions are drawn based on a survey conducted with Brazilian investors who operate using Internet stockbrokers for the intermediation of their stock operations. The findings were analyzed from the perspective of the theoretical reference framework created and outlined here. Critical aspects for the success of stock brokerage over the Internet, from the investor’s standpoint, were assessed and presented, while areas for further research were also identified.
Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to develop an exploratory study where some of the Critical Success Factors (CSF) for stock brokerage over the Internet in the Brazilian market will be singled out. The findings described are based on a survey that was conducted with a group of investors who use Brazilian financial portals for trading stocks and are analyzed from the perspective of these investors, i.e., based on their perception of what they consider the critical factors for the success of the stock trading process over the Web.

After this introduction, the background for this work is presented by developing a contextual assessment of the situation where relevant factors in the Brazilian and worldwide stock markets in the context of this study are discussed. This is followed by the elaboration of a theoretical framework where the differences between traditional and online stock trading are defined and where intermediation and disintermediation concepts are discussed. The methodology used in the research is briefly discussed and the findings of the survey are presented. Finally, possible future trends in this area are listed, followed by the conclusions drawn from this study.

Background

Contextual Appraisal of the Situation

After the stabilization of the Brazilian economy in the mid-1990s, a new reality was presented to local investors. Before this, high inflation rates were a determining factor for giving preference to investment strategies involving low-risk assets, and the main strategy was to protect funds from being whittled away by inflation. However, a stable economy forced investors to seek out new investment alternatives and since then Brazilian investors began migrating to the stock market looking for higher returns (Fortuna, 1999). Halfeld (2000) illustrates this change emphatically in the investment strategies of the Brazilian investor, presenting a study developed by the Brazilian financial institute *Economática*. Using various timeframes, the study compares the gains obtained by a hypothetical Brazilian investor who had invested US$1.00 in the Brazilian stock market in a portfolio similar to that used in the IBOVESPA index (the index of the largest Brazilian stock exchange), and another person who hypothetically invested the same amount in a traditional savings account. The comparison can be seen in Graph 1 below and the results of the study clearly reveal the higher returns afforded by the stock market, notably in the long term.

During the same period, use of the Internet grew exponentially in Brazil and around the world and, with the fastest growing number of people connected to the network, one of the sectors which saw the most marked improvements in Brazil was the financial market. Halfeld (2000) states that due to progressive access to better services and lower costs
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